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Abstract

Construction of complete 3-D models suitable for CAD systems from a set of range images consists of a few typical steps: range image acquisition from different viewpoints, building range image representations, registering the range images or their representations, merging range images or representations, and optional next viewpoint planning. The paper addresses characteristic requirements of each of the steps and assesses the feasibility of superellipsoids as volumetric representation for range images in each step. The object domain is restricted to rigid objects that can be modelled as a composition of non-deformed superellipsoids in a simple constructive solid geometry manner using only union Boolean operations.

1 Introduction

Range image acquisition by 3-D imaging sensors inherently produces only partial 3-D description from a single viewpoint. This description represents a distance between an image plane and points on the object surface in such a way that for each point in the plane there is at most one corresponding point on the object surface. The distance of the points from the object surface to the image plane can be represented as a function $z(x,y)$. Because of this restriction such description is often referred to as 2.5-D data. Throughout this paper we will use the term range image to refer to this 2.5-D data and 3-D description to refer to a set of 3-D points from the object surface. It is quite obvious that each range image is also a 3-D description but the reverse is generally not true.

Evidently, the main reason for partial description is self-occlusion. Besides, geometry of sensor setup might further reduce the space where 3-D data can be deduced (see [10] for an example of such sensor setup). In order to produce a complete 3-D description, that is a set of densely sampled 3-D points from the object surface, we have to merge the range images obtained from several viewpoints. The later implies either object manipulation or change of sensor position to achieve a relative change of position and orientation of the object with respect to the sensor.

The process of construction of a complete 3-D model consists of the following steps:

- range image acquisition from different viewpoints,
- building range image representations,
- registering of range images or their representations,
- merging range images or their representations,
- optional next viewpoint planning.

Range image representation critically affects the process of construction. Ideal representation should be computationally efficiently used in all steps of the process, that is it should be easily computed from the range image, support local shape matching, surface point visibility test, finding rigid transformation between two range views, and merging of range images. It would also serve as a final output of the process. In the following sections we addresses characteristic requirements of each of the steps and assess the feasibility of superellipsoids as volumetric representation for range images and final representation in constructing CAD models for reverse engineering.

2 Range Image Representation

We selected superellipsoids, a subset of superquadrics [1], as parametric volumetric primitives used in range image representation because they can model quite a rich set of shapes with a relatively small number of parameters and because of their apparent correspondence to intuitive notion of parts [11].

Note that the parts of the surfaces of volumetric models that correspond to no data points are just a
hypothesis. Each superquadric model also encodes the information about the parameter space of $\omega$ and $\eta$ that has been "covered" by the data points. So a complete 3-D description of a part corresponding to a superquadric "covers" the whole parameter space of $\omega$ and $\eta$. This data could also be used to guide the next viewpoint selection as an alternative to usage of model parameters uncertainty [13].

Recent attempts to formalize the problem of image segmentation as a problem of finding a minimum description length encoding of an image in terms of primitives [7] led to quite general and successful algorithms that can segment the range image in terms of volumetric models directly [8] without previous segmentation in terms of surface models that are latter merged into volumetric models [4]. Informally, the volumetric models produced by segmentation process represent a decomposition of the object into its parts.

To experimentally verify the validity of segmentation algorithm, we used a real range image of a wooden object depicted in Figure 1. The produced list of image are not a very reliable description of the object parts [14]. But although the recovered parameters are not reliable, we can conclude from the results of experiments that the decomposition of an object into its parts is reliable since it is based on the object structure. Also the model represents the scanned surface with sufficient precision. For example, one of the size parameters of the sphere in Figure 2 is significantly different from the others, meaning that the part as a whole was not reconstructed correctly, nevertheless the surface of the half sphere is modelled with sufficient precision.

![Figure 1: a) Intensity image of the object b) Range image of the object](image)

![Figure 2: Original CAD model was rotated about the Y axis for 45° and a synthetic range image was produced (left). The segmentation result is presented on the right.](image)

![Figure 3: Original CAD model was rotated about the Y axis for 135° and a synthetic range image was produced (left). The segmentation result is presented on the right.](image)
3 Range Image Registration

To merge data from different viewpoints into a single coordinate frame, we have to find a rigid transformation between the coordinate frames of range images. We can seldomly rely only on a calibrated sensor setup, so even if we have an estimate of a rigid transformation we should not merge the data blindly but still perform a data driven process of range image registration by using local shape matching. Although the points from the two range images do correspond to the same surface, they do not correspond to the same points on the object surface due to rectangular grid sampling space of the scanner. So we always need some intermediate surface representation of at least one range image for local shape matching leading to range image registration [2,9,3]. To perform a reliable local shape matching, we have to determine the subset of points in the first range image and the corresponding region in the surface representations of the second range image that are visible in both range views (see Figure 4). For this we need an estimate of the transformation, which we are about to find. A rough estimate of transformation can be obtained during the object manipulation [3], active sensor repositioning [13] or derived from principal moments alignment. A point in the first range image is used in local shape matching if and only if it passes a spatial neighbourhood test and surface visibility test [12]. The spatial neighbourhood test requires that a point from the first range image must be close to the surface representation of the second image after applying the estimated transformation. While surface visibility test requires that the point in the first range image must be visible from the scanning direction of the second range image. The test is usually simplified by using dot product of surface normal and viewing direction instead of ray tracing. After determining a subset of points from the first range image that is likely to be also seen in the second range image and having initial estimate of transformation we can use one of the iterative registration algorithms [2,9]. Images can be registered without knowing initial estimate of transformation by using regular mesh representation of range images mapped to spherical images [5]. Though the method still achieves the final registration through the iterative registration.

Having a volumetric model representation of the range image, we can easily determine the visible part of the volumetric model in another range view if we know the rigid transformation between views. Since we represented the range image in terms of superellipsoids, we use not only the surface normal criteria but also ray tracing, which is not computationally expensive in case of superellipsoids. The ray tracing approach can give accurate estimates of visibility even for non-convex objects with complex topology. Besides, we might also use the interpolated part of occluded part of the superellipsoids in predicting occlusions.

3.1 Finding Initial Approximation for a Rigid Transformation

The principal moments method is based on the assumption that the object is not symmetrical, that is the directions of principal axis of inertial moments are well defined. From the analytical expressions for the volume of the superellipsoid [6] it is possible to calculate the center of mass of the object. From the expressions for the inertial moments of a superellipsoids [6], we can find a coordinate frame with its origin at the center of mass such that the off diagonal inertial moments vanish. Once we determine such frame for each of the two objects, we are left with four possibilities for the transformation matrix:

- rigid transformation,
- rigid transformation and rotation for 180° about the X axis,
- rigid transformation and rotation for 180° about the Y axis,
- rigid transformation and rotation for 180° about the Z axis,

Simple test based on the part correspondence can determine the right choice for the transformation.

4 Merging range images

After two range images are registered, they have to be merged into a common coordinate frame. The regions of the object that are visible from both range views are represented by two subsets of points forming a redundant and non unique representation. Since the noise properties of the range images taken are mainly dependent on the shape surface normal, we can improve the shape representation in regions
commonly visible from different viewpoints by combining several measurements. A simple linear combination of measurements weighted according to the squared cosine of the angle between the surface normal and the scanning direction in proposed in [12]. Ideally, the range image representation should allow incremental update of the representation just in the regions that correspond to range image that is to be added into current representation. Such incremental update was implemented for hierarchical surface representation based on the Delaunay triangulation [12].

Recovering of superellipsoids from range images is formulated as a non-linear least squares problem. Thus it is not possible to incrementally improve the model just by using additional points from the additional range image. Instead we have to perform iterative non-linear least squares minimization using the whole set of points. However we can use the current representation as a starting point for minimization, while the noise properties of the points in common regions can be used in determining the weights of individual points in the objective function.

5 Conclusions

Superellipsoids are good models not only as the final output of the CAD model construction process but also as range image representation at intermediate steps of construction process. The visibility test for a surface point, needed in the of finding the regions in range views visible from both views, is not computationally expensive. It is based on ray tracing instead of simple surface normal visibility constraint. The same holds for procedure for finding a point on the superellipsoid closest to a given point used in the local shape matching for range image registration.
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